### OVERSEAS CITIZEN SERVICES CONTINUED

#### DEATH AND ESTATE SERVICES
(a) In case of death of a U.S. citizen abroad (providing assistance in disposition of
items, making arrangements for shipping items, issuing Consular Mortuary Cer-
tificate and providing up-to-date passport services of children) — NO FEE
(b) Making arrangements for a deceased non-U.S. citizen family member (providing
assistance in shipping or other disposition of remains of a non-U.S. Citizen) — NO
FEE
15. Issuance of Consular Mortuary Certificates on behalf of a non-U.S. Citizen — $60
16. Acting as a provisional conservator of estates of U.S. Citizens:
(a) Taking possession of personal effects, making an inventory under an official and
a fair, significant form for inheritance tax purposes — NO FEE
(b) Overseeing the appraisal, sale, and final disposition of the estate, including distrub-
ing funds, forwarding securities, etc., as directed by the conservator — NO FEE
(c) Fees listed in Item 9(a) or (b) when significant time and/or expenses incurred — NO FEE
(Items 17 through 19 vacant.)

#### IMMIGRANT VISA SERVICES
20. Filing Immigrant Visa Petition based on Blanket Petition (collectors of fee for
USCIS subject to change)
(a) Petition for a noncitizen worker (Form I-129) — Fee for amount, see C-1807.50(b).
(b) Nonimmigrant petition based on Blanket petition — Fee for amount, see C-1807.50(b).
21. Nonimmigrant Visa Application and Border Crossing Card Processing Fee (per
person)
(a) Petition for nonimmigrant visa other than a R category visa — $100
(b) R, L, O, P, Q, and R category nonimmigrant visa — $220
(c) K category (fiancee) nonimmigrant visa — $220
(d) Border crossing card — age 15 and over (10-year validity) — $10
22. EXEMPTIONS from Nonimmigrant Visa Application Processing Fee
(a) Applicants for a K, F, M, N, NATO and diplomatic visa as defined in 22 CFR 12.1A — NO FEE
(b) Applicants for visa to participate in official U.S. Government sponsored educato-
rial and cultural exchanges — NO FEE
(c) Replacement Machine-Readable Visa when the original visa was not properly af-
fixed or was printed erroneously or if submitted within one year of passport issuance
(d) Applicants exempted by international agreement as determined by the Department,
including members and staff of the observer mission to the United Nations
Guidelines recognized by the UN General Assembly, and their immediate families
(e) Applicants traveling to provide charitable services as determined by the De-
partment
(f) U.S. Government employees traveling on official business — NO FEE
(g) A former Member of Congress or, if still in office, a U.S. Government employee killed in the
line of duty while serving to extend the employee’s blessing and/or husband, or a
parent, sibling, stepchild, or a legal guardian of a U.S. Government employee
killed in the line of duty for violation during emergency treatment and convalescence
(h) Immigration judges
(i) Certification of a true copy or that no record of an official file can be located (by a post
officer)
(j) Swearing in witnesses for telephone depositions
(k) Taking depositions or executing commissions to take testimony:
(l) Proving in a court of record
(m) Depositions by video teleconference (per daily appointment)
(n) Depositions by telephone (per hour)
(o) Depositions by video teleconference or telephone, whichever is preferred
(p) Setting up and maintaining a trust account: For 1 year or less to transfer funds to or for
a person in the United States or any of its territories
(q) Fee for the benefit of a U.S. citizen in need in a foreign country
(r) Fees (item 52) will not be charged when the service is performed:
(s) Exemptions to reciprocal courtesy
(t) Fees (item 52) will not be charged when the service is performed:
(u) Filing or amending a petition
(v) Taking depositions or executing commissions to take testimony:
(w) Proving in a court of record
(x) Depositions by video teleconference or telephone, whichever is preferred
(y) Setting up and maintaining a trust account: For 1 year or less to transfer funds to or for
a person in the United States or any of its territories
(z) Providing certified copies of documents
(A) U.S. Government funds
(B) U.S. Government officials acting on behalf of a U.S. Government agency
(C) Organizations or corporations with which the United States government has a
mutual or reciprocal agreement
(D) Organizations or corporations of which the U.S. is a member
(E) Members and staff of an observer mission to the United Nations
(F) Members of a non-U.S. Government or an international organization of which the
United States is a member
(G) United Nations
(H) International and cultural exchanges
(I) Cubans
(J) 419 offenses
(K) Death and Estate Services
(L) Fraud Prevention and Detection Fee for Visa Applicant included in L Blanket Petition
(M) Fraud Prevention and Detection Fee for Visa Applicant included in L Blanket Petition

#### JUDICIAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES
13. Processing letters rogatory and Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (FSIA) judicial as-
sistance cases, including providing no fee and certificate for letters rogatory es-
sured by foreign official — $2,275
14. Taking depositions or executing commissions to take testimony
(a) Scheduling depositions or appointments for depositions, including depositions
under foreign laws — $240
(b) Attending or taking depositions, or executing commissions to take testimony (per
hour or part thereof) — $390 per hour plus expenses
(c) Swearing in witnesses for telephonic depositions
(d) Depositional telephone depositions (per hour or part thereof) — $1 per hour
(e) Fee for the benefit of a U.S. citizen in need in a foreign country — NO FEE
(f) Providing certified copies of documents
(1) Fees (item 52) will not be charged when the service is performed
(2) Filing or amending a petition
(3) Taking depositions or executing commissions to take testimony:
(4) Proving in a court of record
(5) Depositions by video teleconference or telephone, whichever is preferred
(6) Setting up and maintaining a trust account:
(7) Providing certified copies of documents
15. Exemptions to reciprocal courtesy
16. Exemptions to reciprocal courtesy
17. Exemptions to reciprocal courtesy
18. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
19. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
20. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
21. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
22. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
23. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
24. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
25. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
26. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
27. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
28. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
29. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
30. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
31. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
32. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
33. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
34. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
35. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
36. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
37. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
38. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
39. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
40. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
41. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
42. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
43. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
44. Jurisdictional fees for substituted depositions
45. Jurisdictional fees for substituted de/services relating to vessels and seamen
46. Jurisdictional fees for substituted de/services relating to vessels and seamen
47. Jurisdictional fees for substituted de/services relating to vessels and seamen
48. Jurisdictional fees for substituted de/services relating to vessels and seamen
49. Jurisdictional fees for substituted de/services relating to vessels and seamen
50. Jurisdictional fees for substituted de/services relating to vessels and seamen